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Abstract: This paper shows reasonableness and application field of water power-control usage. We designed and
constructed a proportional 4/3 directional continuous acting spool type sliding valve, a simplified model but still
with the shape and working parameters resembling real valves. Our investigations of mentioned water valve are
divided on two different test rigs; real scale hydraulic test rig and tribological test rig. Taking into consideration
the body accessible information about water power-control hydraulics (PCH), we constructed a simple, double,
water and oil hydraulic test rig. We carried out preliminary tribological tests of different material-pairs lubricated
with additive-free distilled water. The results of the preliminary tribological tests of different material pairs are
described in this paper.
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fluids, and they are not environmen-
tally blameless. But the use of tap
water as a hydraulic fluid has no
adverse effects on the environment.
That is the reason for our decision to
investigate tap water as a hydraulic
fluid for power-control hydraulics
(PCH). Several components for ac-
ceptable high pressures using this
fluid have already been developed
and are available on the market [6,
7, 8, and 9]. In the field of hydraulic
valves the ball- or poppet-seat type
of valves are usually available on the
market at designer’s or customer’s
disposal [6 and 7]. But this type of
valve is badly suited for continuous
regulation functions, especially for
continuous and fine flow regulation.
Other weak points of such valves
are their large dimensions and quite
complicated construction [7].

Using water instead of mineral oil as
the pressure medium entails signi-
ficant changes in the physical para-
meters [10]. Compared to mineral oil
water differs, in the following physical

parameters which are important for
PCH: about 30- times lower viscosity
(at 20°C) and thus poorer lubrication,
a more than 12 million-times higher
vapour pressure (at 50°C), and 33 to
60 % higher bulk modulus (at 20°C).
Water also provokes corrosion of par-
ts that are not corrosion resistant.

In designing spool sliding valves for
water power-control hydraulics we
have to consider that the very low vi-
scosity of water, compared to that of
mineral oil, plays a dominant role. As-
suming a lower viscosity, Trostmann
et all [10] found that in order to ensu-
re the same amount of leakage using
water instead of mineral oil as the
pressure medium, a one-third reduc-
tion in the radial space gap is requi-
red, holding other parameters as con-
stant. This suggests that the toleran-
ces and dimensional characteristics
are much more strict and demanding
in water than oil. This further imply
more severe contact conditions and
poorer performance under the same
conditions is anticipated.

 1 Introduction

A great number of countries are
making considerable efforts to pro-
tect their environment. In the past in
Slovenia we have investigated bio-
degradable fluids [1 - 4] and their ap-
plication in power-control hydraulics
[5], especially for machines working
in environmentally sensitive areas.
Yet additives must be added to such
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The higher energy density of the pressu-
re fl uid fl ow in water hydraulics and the
higher vapour pressure of water com-
pared to that of mineral hydraulic oil
may cause serious problems of erosion
(via cavitation) and abrasion, higher
leakage flows and problems in valve
functioning [10]. A lower viscosity also
means a lower lubricating film, which
can increase friction and wear, unless
we use suitable material-pairs [11].

Furthermore, the dynamic behaviour
of water power-control hydraulic sy-
stems (PCHS) differs significantly
from that of mineral oil PCHS, es-
pecially in pressure amplitudes and
oscillating periods in the case of
underdamped oscillatory motions.
The hydraulic oil is about 30% more
compressible comparing to water.
The results of a mathematical mo-
del [12 and 13] suggest about 24 %
higher pressure amplitudes in water
PCHS compared to those of mine-
ral oil PCHS, other
system parameters
being the same for
both systems.

However, the actual
dynamic perfor-
mance, tribological
properties, and re-
sistance to motion
must be – in addi-
tion to theoretical
predictions- verified
in tribological and
real-scale testers.
Accordingly, in this
work we present a
newly developed
dedicated hydraulic
test rig for testing the
water-based hydrau-
lic systems, which
can use testing com-
ponents from diffe-
rent materials. For
comparison, con-
ventional “oil-test”
can also be perfor-
med in addition,
preliminary model
tribological tests
with different ma-
terial combinations
consisting from ce-
ramics, plastics and

stainless steel are presented. Present
data suggest that the most promising
material pair resulting in a low wear
and a low coefficient of friction was
obtained with graphite-modified PEEK
composite against Al2O3.

 2 Construction of test rig

2.1 Project requirements 

The water power-control hydraulic
(PCH) testing rig should be simple,
controllable, and it should represent
an almost real hydraulic system. It
should enable to:
– Measure pressure, flow and tem-

perature before and after the test-
ing specimen – namely, a propor-
tional directional control valve.

– Assure a constant flow through the
proportional directional control
valve independently of a possible
decrease in pump volumetric effi-
ciency.

– Simulate loading and control its
response.

– Assure variation of loading.
– Assure controlled temperature

value of the fluid (via cooling).
– Assure a full automatic life-cy-

cling test.
– Assure measurement of the dy-

namic response of the system.
– Assure measurement of the dy-

namic response of the specimen
– the proportional directional
control valve.

– Assure simple measurement of the
leakage of the specimen – the pro-
portional directional control valve.

2.2 Construction of water 
hydraulic test rig

We constructed a water PCH test
rig which satisfies all the project de-
mands. Figure 1 shows the hydraulic
circuit of our test rig. It contains a
standard Danfoss axial piston pump,
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Figure 1. Hydraulic circuit of water PCH test rig  
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type PAH 25 (Fig. 1, pos. 4.0), with
a flow rate of near by 35 L/min [6]
at 1450 r./min and a volumetric ef-
ficiency of 97%. This pump delivers
water through a pressure-compensa-
ted flow control valve (Fig. 1, pos.
19), which ensures a constant flow
of 30 L/min through the specimen
– the proportional directional con-
trol valve (Fig. 1, pos. 20). This pro-
portional directional control valve
is controlled from a PC in a closed
loop. On connection A of the pro-
portional valve, we have a flexible
hose of 2 m, a pressure transmitter,
and a double-acting through-rod
hydraulic cylinder (Fig. 1, pos. 22).
The second branch from connec-
tion B to the hydraulic cylinder is
equal to the first, already described.
On the end of the cylinder’s rod a
translator-moving mass (Fig. 1, pos.
24.1) with minimum friction coeffi-
cient is connected. This linear oscil-
lating mass is used for short-term
dynamic tests. For life time cycle
tests of the proportional directional
control valve, another double-acting
through-rod hydraulic cylinder (Fig.
1, pos. 124.1) is used instead of the
moving mass.

With this hydraulic cylinder we si-
mulate a load through the double
throttle (Fig. 1, pos. 127) and four
check valves (Fig. 1, pos. 126). The
hydraulic medium in this hydrau-
lic circuit is mineral oil. This oil-
hydraulic circuit has its own pump
(Fig. 1, pos. 101), which delivers oil
to the hydraulic cylinder (Fig. 1, pos.
124.1) with the residual flow throu-
gh an air cooler and filter. The main
aim of this pump is to provide an
oil flow for cooling and filtering. Its
second aim is not driving or powe-
ring the hydraulic cylinder, but just
assurance of inlet flow. Return flow
from the cylinder is taken through an
air cooler and oil filter. This solution
assures near constant temperature
conditions of the oil hydraulic cycle
which simulates load.

The assemblage of pipe valve and
double T-pipe-connectors (Fig. 1, pos.
14.i and 15.i) gives us an opportunity
for periodical control of flow and tem-
perature at different positions. The wa-
ter relief valve (Fig. 1, pos. 6) is set to

160 bar. We used
a dynamic centri-
fugal water pump
(Fig. 1, pos. 13)
to maintain con-
stant temperature
(air cooler) and to
enable off-line
filtering.

Control of the proportional magnets
(Fig. 1, pos. 26.1 and 28.1), data ac-
quisition and control of the electro-
motors is provided by and automa-
ted through a PC.

2.3 Construction of propor-
tional 4/3 directional control 
valve

As the seat type of valve, either pop-
pet or ball-type, is not convenient for
use as a continuous valve, we desi-
gned and constructed a proportional
4/3 directional control sliding valve.
It is used in our water hydraulic test
rig for motion control of the water
double acting hydraulic cylinder
with double-ended rod.

In order to study the tribological per-
formance using different materials, a
simple, well-controlled and easily re-
placeable testing samples need to be
used. Also, their
size and shape
should enable
fast and easy
surface analyses.
For this purpo-
se, we designed
and manufactu-
red functional
prototype of wa-
ter proportional
4/3 directional
sliding control

valve as shown in three-dimensional
model in fi gure 2.

Main parts of the functional proto-
type of a proportional 4/3 directio-
nal sliding control valve are (fi gure 
3): sliding spool, housing sleeve, ou-
ter housing, adaptors for proportio-
nal solenoid, and two proportional
solenoids, one of them with inducti-
ve transducer.

In the main part of our specimen
– functional prototype of propor-
tional 4/3 directional control valve
sleeve and spool are simple in geo-
metry and can thus be indeed easi-
ly changed (Fig. 4). We can manu-
facture these key-parts rather easily
and in inexpensive way and thus test
different materials, also those more
expensive and those difficult to pro-
duce in more complex shapes, for
example ceramics.
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Figure 2. 3D model of a functional prototype of a propor-
tional 4/3 directional sliding control valve 

Figure 3. Cross section of the functional prototype of a proportional 4/3 di-
rectional sliding control valve    

Figure 4. Main parts of the specimen: 1) spool and 2) sleeve 
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2.4 Testing procedure

In the real-scale life tests, loading
cycles can be varied with pressu-
re and flow to achieve different
working regimes. The pressure can
be changed up to 150 bar and flow
up to 30l/min. As mentioned before,
materials of studied parts can also
be changed, both, the spool and the
sleeve. Fluid temperature and fluid
flow through specimen and spool
stroke can be controlled; being va-
ried or constant, depending on the
testing parameters. Figure 5 briefly
introduces the testing parameters
and time cycle procedure for the se-
lected system with the proportional
4/3 directional control sliding valve.

Before and after tests the geometric
parameters of the spool and slee-
ve (shape irregularity of circle and
cylinder) need to be measured and
analyzed. Also, measurements of
surface roughness and surface har-
dness are made. After the tests, the
parts are dismounted and checked
for wear loss, as well as the surfaces
need to be analyzed to determine
the wear mechanisms, Sometimes,
the amount of solid particles in the
system – or produced by the system
- can also be of interest and this can
be done on-line or after the test is
finished.

Internal leakage can also be measu-
red. The directional control valve is
set in the neutral position (all ports
blocked) and a pressure is assured by
alternating on each port (P, A and B).
After pressurizing each single port,
the leakage is measured on the other
three ports and can be summed then
together.

The test rig was designed in way to
allow runs of different types of tests.
They can be long-term tests to stu-
dy the performance during longer
periods and consequences of wear
of the parts, primarily investigating
the wear mechanisms by subsequent
surface analyses, leakage, forma-
tion of wear debris, etc. However,

short-term experiments can also be
performed. Primarily, the dynamic
response and the effects of different
geometrical and fluid characteristi-
cs are anticipated for these type of
test runs. Namely, the majority of
hydraulic systems are subjected to
fast dynamic changes of flow and
consequently pressure. The pressure
responses of the test rig during gra-
dual changes of hydraulic fluid flow
can be measured. In this case we
can use a known mass (Fig. 1, pos.
24.1) instead of the double acting
through-rod hydraulic cylinder (Fig.
1, pos. 124.1). Comparison of the

pressure / flow response of the spe-
cimen (proportional 4/3 directional
control valve) at outlet ports A and B
(Fig. 1, pos. 20) with change of spool
position and change of electrical
current on the proportional solenoi-
ds (Fig. 1, pos. 26.1 and 28.1) can be
performed.

 3. Tribological tests of vari-
ous material pairs

3.1 Experimental

In order to investigate the change
in hydraulic parameters, in particu-
lar wear resistance and useful life
in selected hydraulic tests for diffe-
rent possible material combinations,
model tribological tests were perfor-
med to make an initial or prelimi-
nary selection. Generally, stainless
steel (SS) is the most typical and in-
expensive material already used in
several hydraulic parts and was thus
reasonably the first-choice material.
Other potential groups of materials
include ceramics and polymers. Sin-
ce ceramic materials are very costly
and also have a low fracture tough-
ness, they were not considered as
the most suitable materials for the
real-scale tests through which we
would like to compare materials in
the later stages of this research. The-
refore, they were not included as the
“studied” material (disk) in the first
screening tribological tests; howe-
ver, a ceramic was used at least as
a counter-material, i.e. pin, which
should also give us some indication
of the tribological properties of the
selected couples. Different commer-
cially available polymeric materials
were also considered. We selected
those that can be used in water for a
longer time-span [14 - 16] and gave
some promising tribological results
in the past, and which are also easily
commercially available and sugge-
sted by world-wide known produ-
cers. Thus, we selected two different
types of materials from two groups
of polymeric materials, i.e. polyethe-
retherketone (PEEK) and polyimide
(PI). A commercially available PEEK 
(Victrex Europa GmbH, Germany)
containing 30 % of carbon (CA30)
and 30 % of glass (GL) fibers were
used. Polyimides (Vespel) from Du-
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Figure 5. Course of life-time measurement on the main test rig  
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pontTM without any addition (SP1)
and containing 15% of graphite fi-
bres were also tested. Pin materials
were SS (X105CrMo17), obtained
from Aubert&Duval and hardened
to 55 Hrc, and alumina ceramic
balls (99.7 % purity, 10 mm diame-
ter) from Hightech Ceram. In total,
4 types of polymeric materials and
stainless steel were selected as disc
materials, while pins were of the
same stainless steel and alumina ce-
ramics. Table 1 presents the selected
combinations.

Tests were performed in a pin-on-
disc apparatus (CSEM, Switzerland)
with uni-directional sliding between
the disc and the pin, see Figure 6.
The relative sliding velocity was 0.1
m/s and a load of 1N was applied
(Fig. 7), which corresponded to 40-
70 MPa of initial contact pressure,
depending on the material pair. In
the open literature [14 - 16], data
are available for some selected poly-
meric materials at lower pressures,
but our goal was to investigate the
higher-end load-region of those ma-
terials. Tests were run for 370 m of
total sliding distance. All the tests
were performed in a cup with di-
stilled water at around 21oC, i.e. at
room temperature conditions. These
conditions correspond to a boundary
lubrication regime, where hydrody-
namic effects are negligible and the
tribological performance depends
primarily on surface and interface
phenomena. Friction was monito-
red during the test and wear loss of
the disc materials was subsequently
calculated. The first empirical fric-
tion and wear results are presented
in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. At
present, detailed surface analyses,
which would allow determination of
wear and friction mechanisms and
confident interpretation of the resul-
ts, are still in progress.

Compared to polymeric materials,
significantly higher friction values
were measured in contacts with SS
discs, which were in the range of 0.6-
0.8. Other friction data show friction
values between 0.13 and 0.28, which
is 2-3 times less than with SS discs.
With the exception of pure polyi-
mide (SP1), with all other polymer

discs, contacts with alumina pins re-
sulted in lower friction than against
SS pins. However, these differences
were not very high. Nevertheless, it
is to be noticed that friction in the
polyimide SP1 / SS contact resulted
in the second lowest friction – about
0.16. This is important, because the
polymeric material contain no addi-
tional components and is thus sim-
pler and cheaper. Moreover, the SS
pin is also the most preferred coun-
ter-material from a practical point
of view. The lowest friction in this
study was, however, obtained with
the PEEK CA30/Al2O3 combination,
where friction was about 0.13.

In accordance with friction the data,
the wear of PEEK CA30 in contact
with an alumina pin was so low that
was not possible to measure it with
the techniques we used (stylus tip
measurement with a resolution of
around 50 nm in the z-axis). The-

refore, this con-
tact combina-
tion seems to be
clearly the most
promising of all
those tested in
this study. Low
wear against
alumina pins
was also mea-
sured in the SP1
and SP21 polyi-
mide samples.
PEEK CA30, PI
SP1 and PI SP21
also provided
reasonably low
values of wear
in contacts aga-
inst stainless
steel pins. On
the other hand,
discs of SS and
PEEK GL30 al-
ways resulted
in higher wear
losses. This was
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Disc material Pin 1 Pin 2

PEEK 30% glass (GL30) Stainless steel (SS) Alumina (Al2O3)
PEEK 30% graphite (CA30) Stainless steel (SS) Alumina (Al2O3)
PI no addition (SP1) Stainless steel (SS) Alumina (Al2O3)
PI 15% graphite (SP21) Stainless steel (SS) Alumina (Al2O3)
Stainless steel (SS) Stainless steel (SS) Alumina (Al2O3)

Table 1. Material pairs used in preliminary tribological tests

Figure 6. Pin-on-Disc wear tester (CSEM) 

Figure 7. Functional principle of tri-
bological pin-on-disk tests, lubricant

Figure 8. Coeffi cient of friction for selected material pairs 
(disc against two pin materials is shown) 

Figure 9. Wear loss for selected material pairs (disc against 
two pin materials is shown) 



particularly pronounced against alu-
mina pins, which is the opposite
behaviour compared to PEEK CA30,
PI SP1 and PI SP21.

 4 Recapitulation and 
conclusions

• A simple test rig for investigation
of the tribological and hydraulic
behaviour of a water hydraulics
system was designed and con-
structed. The conditions, mate-
rials and geometry can be well-
defined and controlled. The test
rig allows for testing of several
hydraulic, operational, dynamic
and tribological properties of se-
lected systems.

• We made preliminary model tri-
bological tests to investigate the
adequacy of different material
pairs for use in a proportional 4/3
directional (sliding type) control
valve.

• The lowest friction was obtained
for the PEEK CA30/Al2O3 con-
tact. Another interesting low-fric-
tion pair appeared to be PI SP1/SS
because of its easily applicable
and low-cost material combina-
tion.

• The lowest wear was obtained in
the PEEK CA30/Al2O3 contact, in
accordance with the lowest fric-
tion found for this material pair.

• Detailed surface analyses are in
progress and comparison with
more materials is planned for the
future to understand the wear
and friction mechanisms.
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Primerljive tribološke 
raziskave zveznih ventilov za 
vodno hidravliko

Razširjeni povzetek

Zmanjšanje zalog nafte in skoraj
vsakodnevno spreminjanje njene
cene sili svetovni razvoj na podroïju
hidravliïnih tekoïin k iskanju in
uporabi alternativnih virov. Eden
od možnih alternativnih virov za
hidravliïno tekoïino je voda. Naše
raziskave so naravnane k uporabi
ïiste vode (brez dodatkov) za hi-
dravliïno tekoïino. Taka voda ne
onesnažuje narave, je poceni, do-
bro razpoložljiva in negorljiva. V
prispevku je predstavljeno dvojno
hidravliïno preizkuševališïe (ïista
voda/mineralno olje), planiran potek
meritev na njem in nekaj dosedanjih
dognanj z drugega, tribološkega
preizkuševališïa glede triboloških
lastnostih nekaterih preizkušenih
materialnih parov. Prvi del dvojne-
ga hidravliïnega preizkuševališïa
uporablja ïisto vodo, brez doda-
tkov, kot hidravliïno tekoïino, dru-
gi del pa je zasnovan analogno kot
prvi, le da za hidravliïno tekoïino
uporablja mineralno olje. V obeh
omenjenih sistemih je preizkušanec
(proporcionalni vodni oz. oljni 4/3-
potni ventil) izpostavljen delovnemu
tlaku do 150 bar in pretoku do 30 l/
min. Namen preizkušanja je raziska-
va tribološkega in hidravliïnega
obnašanja vodnega in oljnega hidra-
vliïnega sistema ter primerjava med
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njima. Razen v našem laboratoriju
(LPKH) zasnovanih sestavin (propor-
cionalni vodni 4/3-potni ventil, vod-
ni in oljni hidravliïni valj s skoznjo
batnico 32/22x500) so vse ostale
na preizkuševališïu uporabljene
sestavine standardne, dostopne na
tržišïu. Pri omenjenem funkcional-
nem prototipu vodnega proporcio-
nalnega 4/3-potnega drsniškega ven-
tila bomo uporabili tiste materialne
pare (za bat in pušo), ki so se in se
bodo še v nadaljnjih preizkušanjih
izkazali kot najbolj perspektivni v
preliminarnih triboloških preizkusih.
Nekaj teh rezultatov preizkusov na
napravi z obremenjevanjem krogli-
ce na plošïico je predstavljenih v
tem prispevku. Najmanjša obraba
in najmanjši koeficient trenja sta se
pojavila pri materialnem paru ke-
ramike (Al2O3) in polimera (PEEK
CA30).

IzvleÏek: Prispevekuvodomaprikazuje
smiselnost in podroïja uporabe vodne
pogonsko-krmilne hidravlike (PKH).

Zasnovali smo funkcionalni prototip
vodnega proporcionalnega 4/3-potne-
ga drsniškega ventila. Naše raziskave
omenjenega novega vodnega ventila
so razdeljene na dva dela: realno hi-
dravliïno preizkušanje in tribološko
preizkušanje. V prispevku sta prika-
zani zasnova in funkcijska shema
novega dvojnega preizkuševališïa
za vodno in oljno pogonsko-krmilno
hidravliko. Prikazan je osnutek po-
stopka preizkušanja na realnem hidra-
vliïnem preizkuševališïu. V zadnjem
delu prispevka so prikazani: tribološko
preizkuševališïe, naprava z obre-
menjevanjem kroglice na plošïico,
preizkušeni pari materialov mazani z
destilirano vodo, rezultati obrabe in
rezultati merjenja koeficienta trenja.

KljuÏne besede: visokotlaïni vodni
sistemi, pogonsko-krmilna hidra-
vlika, destilirana voda, enostopenjski
potni proporcionalni drsniški tip
ventila, tribološke lastnosti, naprava
‘’pin-disk’’, nerjavno jeklo, PI, PEEK,
Al2O3,
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